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TRANSPARENCY 2–1

borrow
check out

eager
glaring

lap
storyteller

I am really
to go to the library this
Saturday. Why? An award-winning
is
going to tell a story about a dinosaur. It’s one of my
favorite stories ever. A great big clumsy dinosaur
thinks he’s a cat and even tries to
milk
with some tiny kittens. He also climbs a tree like a cat.
The girl in the story loves the goofy dinosaur and asks
a neighbor if she can
a ladder to get
the dino down out of the tree. The neighbor agrees
but gets mad at the big mess the dinosaur is making
and begins
angrily at the little girl and
her odd pet. I won’t tell you the ending so you’ll have
to read the book to find out what happens! You can
the book on Saturday at the library if
you come with me.
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